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there are three mafia clans. sicilians, an italian ethnic group that settled in sicily, dominate the new york cosa
nostra crime family. sicilians, or sicilians, control the gambinos, colombo, bonanno, and lucchese crime families.
italians in new york city were brought to the united states in the early 19th century by the british; their name
derives from sicilia, the island of sicily. the new york cosa nostra crime family is the largest mafia crime family in
the united states. it dominates organized crime in the new york city area. the new york city mafia has been called
the quintessential american crime family (brustein 1987, p. 64). sicilians control the new york city mafia. they were
sent to new york city by joseph bonanno, head of the bonanno crime family, who had been ousted from
philadelphia. while bonanno was a made man (or boss) of the philadelphia crime family, his close associate,
salvatore maranzano, controlled the family. bonanno arrived in new york city in the early 1930s and formed a
partnership with his successor, vincent mangano, who was bonannos son-in-law. the bonanno family was a model of
stability and orderliness. maranzano, however, wanted to move the new york crime family to a more powerful and
important position. he wanted his associates to be named bosses of the family, and he wanted to exercise more
control over the organization (brustein 1987, p. 65). maranzanos strategy included overthrowing mangano as boss
and assuming the position himself. (reuter 1985, p. 61). after a bloody battle, mangano was killed in a hail of
bullets. maranzano was shot in the back of the head in 1933, and he died three years later of a mysterious illness
(reuter 1985, p.
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in 1947, vito genovese (19031984) began organizing the la cosa nostra, or the thing, as it is also known. the
genovese family, which considered itself the most powerful of the italian american organized crime families,

controlled a large part of new york citys lucrative illegal gambling and loan-sharking operations. they also controlled
the harlem and south bronx rackets. in addition, genovese controlled all of new york citys labor unions and labor

racketeering operations. genovese, joseph bonanno, and salvatore maranzano (19091949) formed the commission
in february 1951, at a meeting held in apalachin, new york. by 1954, the commission had appointed bosses for the
five new york city families: bonannos (19392000), genovese (19031984), luccheses (19151930), maranzano, and

the gambinos. that year, bonanno and genovese agreed to a division of the commission. bonannos friends and
family controlled the west and northwest sectors; genovese controlled the east and south sectors. in return for

genovese helping bonanno become the new york citys boss of bosses, bonannos brother, joseph, became genovese
confidant and adviser. the commission has continued to function ever since. it is responsible for the mafia lifestyle
(maltese 1984 ; lai 2009 ). in the 1980s, the commission was linked to the world wide organized crime association.

under the leadership of salvatore "tot" potenza (19371987), the commission established an alliance with the
gambino family. because gambinos boss carlo gambino (19431979) was arrested in 1985, the commission,
including potenza, continued to rule the five new york city families until the bonanno family boss, john gotti

(19351990) replaced gambino (krug 1992 ). in 2003, acting under rico laws, the fbi dismantled the commission.
since that time, the commission has reorganized. it is now dominated by three families: the gambinos, the

luccheses, and the bonannos. 5ec8ef588b
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